Abstract-Empirical results show that spatial factors such as distance, population density and communication range affect our social activities, also reflected by the development of ties in social networks. This motivates the need for social network models that take these spatial factors into account. Therefore, in this paper we propose a gravity-low-based geo-social network model, where connections develop according to the popularity of the individuals, but are constrained through their geographic distance and the surrounding population density. Specifically, we consider a power-law distributed popularity, and random node positions governed by a Poisson point process. We evaluate the characteristics of the emerging networks, considering the degree distribution, the average degree of neighbors and the local clustering coefficient. These local metrics reflect the robustness of the network, the information dissemination speed and the communication locality. We show that unless the communication range is strictly limited, the emerging networks are scale-free, with a rank exponent affected by the spatial factors. Even the average neighbor degree and the local clustering coefficient show tendencies known in non-geographic scale-free networks, at least when considering individuals with low popularity. At high-popularity values, however, the spatial constraints lead to popularity-independent average neighbor degrees and clustering coefficients.
INTRODUCTION
S INCE the first empirical study in 1967 by Jeffrey Travers and Stanley Milgram [1] about forwarding letters over social ties, the structure of complex networks has been investigated extensively [2] . Since a significant part of network traffic is now generated by social network applications, the characterization of these social networks is becoming increasingly important, both for the design and dimensioning of future networks, and to estimate the information spreading capability of the emerging network structures.
With the fast growing Internet and cellular networks, the emergence of social networks and a variety of mobile applications, our communication patterns are now well recorded and analysed. For example, the small world phenomenon has been investigated in large scale compared with Stanley Milgram's experiment, in the Microsoft Messenger network [3] , and in the Facebook social network [4] , showing an average distance, or path length between pairs of individuals of 6.6 and 4.74 respectively.
While networks with short path lengths can emerge in various ways, in social networks the main reason seems to be the scale-free distribution of node degrees [5] - [8] . The emergence of the scale-free distribution has been motivated by the preferential attachment in growing networks, in the seminal work of Barabasi and Albert [9] , but also through considering inherent characteristics of the individuals, that affect their popularity in the social network [7] , [8] , [10] , [11] .
In addition to popularity, connectivity patterns are shown to be affected by the physical locations of the individuals, due to decreased interest in connecting to very distant peers [12] - [14] , or in the case of infrastructure-
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Science, Access Linnaeus Centre, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, SE-100 44, Sweden. E-mail: {doli, vfodor, lkra}@kth.se less communication, due to the limitations of the wireless networking technology [15] - [18] . In this paper we derive analytic models of network structures that emerge when these spatial effects are taken into account. We consider a scale-free popularity distribution [6] - [8] and mutual-interest based social ties [7] , [10] , [11] , however, modified through the effect of the physical distance of the individuals, and the density of the population [13] . Specifically, we consider two kinds of effects: first, the decreased willingness of individuals to form social tie over increasing distances, and second, the physical limitations of direct communication in wireless networks.
We characterize the emerging network through the degree distribution, the average neighbor degree, and the clustering coefficient. Based on analytical and numerical results we conclude that the node locations can have significant influence on the emerging network structure. We show, that the degree distribution remains scale-free, unless the communication range of the individuals is strongly limited. In this case, a Poisson degree distribution emerges.
The average neighbor degree first decreases with increasing node popularity, then remains constant due to the spatial limitations. Looking at the neighbor degree as a function of the node degree, the emerging networks are disassortative, unless the geographic limitations are very strict. The local clustering coefficient shows similar tendency. In summary, we find that spatial effects do not alter the main characteristics of social networks, unless the communication distance is strongly limited. In that case the emerging networks resemble random lattice networks.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. We present the relevant research and work in Section 2, and introduce the considered metrics in Section 3. In Section 4, we explain how the individuals are modeled by a marked arXiv:2003.01489v1 [physics.soc-ph] 3 Mar 2020 preference in the BA model is proportional to the degree of vertices already in network, which results in a scale-free network with scaling exponent γ = 3. More flexible versions of the preferential attachment model are presented in [22] [23] [24] . Another hypothesis of the emergence of scale-free networks is based on the inherent popularity of the members of the network. This hypothesis has been proposed in [10] , [11] and is extensively tested for interactions of Wikipedia contributors in [7] , [8] , [25] , showing that the activity level of the contributors deterministically affects the mean degree, that is, the mean number of neighbors in the interaction graph.
Neither the preferential attachment, nor the popularity based models can directly capture the effect of geographic distance on the structure of social networks. Several studies show, however, that the probability of a social connection depends on the geographic distance of the individuals. Statistics on bloggers of Live Journal in USA [12] show the probability P (d) of social connection of individuals in a geodistance of d is similar to d −1 + , phone call statistics of a large mobile networks show
, [26] . Similarly, investigations of social network ties indicate = 0.5 − 1.03 [13] , [27] , [28] . That is, the probability of social ties decreases with distance, and is more constrained in mobile than in online social networks.
The detailed studies in [12] - [14] reveal additional factors that need to be considered for a geo-social network model, showing, that both the network density and the node popularity tune the influence of the distance. Individuals tend to establish longer distance links if they have only few nearby neighbors, and individuals with many friends are more likely to connect over long distances. To combine all these parameters, [13] , [29] , [30] propose to follow a gravity law like attachment rule, where, like in the case of Newton's gravity law, the attraction of two individuals is proportional to the product of their popularity, and inversely proportional to the square of their distance.
Closest to our work in modeling geo-social networks is [31] , where BA type preferential attachment is combined with geometric limitations, considering a deterministic maximum connection radius, that is, addressing the case when the networking technology limits the possibility of building up a connection. Consequently, [31] addresses one of our concerns, but can not reflect all the characteristics of geosocial graphs, where distance affects the willingness of the individuals to form social ties.
METRICS OF INTEREST
In this paper we characterise the geo-social network, where social ties emerge based on popularity, geographical distance and population density. We evaluate the degree distribution of the nodes, to see whether the scale-free property, often found in social networks is retained.
We investigate the average neighbour degree of nodes with given popularity and degree, to evaluate, whether the emerging network is assortative, that is, the degree of the neighbors is positively correlated with the node's own degree, disassortative, showing negative correlation, or neutral.
Assortative networks has been found to be resilient to the removal of high degree nodes, presumably because high degree nodes are clustered together anyway. Due to the same reason, epidemics are preserved better in assortative networks, while the spreading of the epidemics is smaller than in disassortative or neutral ones [32] . ER random graphs and large BA scale-free graphs, constructed through preferential attachment have been shown to be neutral [33] , while both positive and negative correlation has been measured in social networks [32] , [34] .
As a third characteristics of complex networks, we evaluate the local clustering coefficient, introduced in [35] , defined as the ratio of the number of connected pairs of one-hop neighbors to the number of all possible pairs. The clustering coefficient reflects how closed the groups of individuals are. Low-clustering-coefficient nodes are considered to be influential, since their neighbors are isolated from each other [36] . High clustering coefficient is characteristic for WS small-world networks and for random lattice networks. At the same time, the clustering coefficient of Erdos-Renyi random graphs is small. In scale-free networks the clustering coefficient depends on the attachment strategy [33] , [37] .
NETWORK MODEL
In this paper, we build up a network model of social ties, that considers both the popularity of the individuals, and their geographical distribution. Our starting point on the formation of social ties is as follows.
• Individuals are attracted to connect to popular peers [7] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [25] .
• Individuals are less likely to develop social ties with just each other, if there are many others they could connect to [12] - [14] , that is, the emergence of ties depends on the density of the population.
• The farther away two individuals are from each other, the lower is the probability that they develop social ties [12] - [14] , [26] - [28] .
• In some networking scenarios, like for infrastructureless and opportunistic networks, the direct connection between individuals is limited by the used radio technology.
Accordingly, the networking scenario is characterized by the popularity of the nodes, and their geographic location. Following [7] , [8] , [25] , we introduce the popularity factor m, and consider that m follows a power-law distribution, that is, ρ(m), the probability that an individual has popularity m is
where β > 2 and m ≥ m 0 .
As it is required that
The condition β > 2 ensures the existence of a finite mean popularity value, it also complies with the typical values measured in various networked structures [21] .
We assume that individuals are spread out on the two dimensional space according to a homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP), as it is motivated in [38] . That is, each individual is located independently and uniformly in the two dimensional space, with a density λ. In any area A, the number of individuals follows a Poisson distribution with parameter Aλ. Then, to represent even the popularity, we define the individuals as a homogeneous marked Poisson point process [39] 
with density λ, where ε is the Dirac measure on the Cartesian product R 2 × R + . In point process (3) x i ∈ R 2 denotes the geographic location of individual i and the associated mark m i with probability density function defined in (2) denotes the popularity factor of individual x i .
Though here Φ is defined as point measure, according to conventions, we also use Φ to denote the collection of individuals with popularity factors. For instance, we use (x, m) ∈ Φ (x ∈ R 2 , m ∈ R + ) to denote that the individual located at position x with popularity m belongs to the process Φ. Alternatively, when interpreting Φ we can say Φ((x, m)) = 1, since (x, m) belongs to Φ. Additionally, x ∈ Φ denotes that the individual located at x belongs to Φ whatever the individual's popularity factor is. For A ⊂ R 2 , Φ(A) = Φ(A × R + ) is used to denote the windowed process where only the individuals located within the area A are considered.
As a next step, we define the rules that govern the emergence of social ties, considering i) the willingness to form a tie, and ii) the feasibility of forming a social tie.
First, we build up a gravity law [13] , [29] , [30] based attachment rule as follows.
To express the effect of the population density, we define the rank between individuals i and j, as the mean number of individuals that are closer to individual i than individual j is,
where · is Euclidean norm and |·| returns the number of elements of a given set. Since individual positions follow a homogeneous PPP, the rank of any given pair of individuals is symmetric, and we have
See the details in Appendix A of the supplemental material. Now we can introduce the mutual interest factor M xi,xj , the analogue of force in Newton's gravity law, that combines the influence of node popularity and rank.
where m i and m j are the popularity factor of individuals x i and x j , respectively and parameter α ≥ 0 is the rank exponent, that reflects the level of influence of the geographic distance and population density. Then, based on the mutual interest factor, we introduce the criterion of neighbor relationship, a deterministic rule of developing social ties, using the threshold θ, and consider that two individuals forms a social tie if the mutual interest factor is higher than threshold θ M xi,xy > θ.
Independently from the willingness to form social ties, we consider also the physical limitations of direct connections in a wireless network. We follow the disk model [40] to define the accessibility radius δ, and allow the formation of a social tie between individuals i and j only if the geographic distance between x i and x j is lower than δ
Note that the constrain of accessibility radius can be easily removed by setting δ → ∞, while the effect of the node distance on the mutual interest factor can be eliminated by setting α = 0. This allows us to consider the two kinds of spatial effects separately.
CHARACTERIZATION OF GEO-SOCIAL NETWORKS
In this section we derive the main characteristics of geosocial networks that form according to the rules defined in Section 4. We derive approximate results on the degree distribution, characterize the neighbors of an individual, and derive the local clustering coefficient. We validate the results via simulations in Section 6.
According to Palm theory [39] , under the homogeneous PPP assumption, the statistical characterization of the network can be obtained by analyzing one point of Φ, which we call the typical individual (x, m).
Degree Distribution
We define the individuals sharing one-hop social tie with the typical individual (x, m) as neighbors of (x, m). The neighbor relationship is established by the criterion in (7), i.e. an individual (x n , m n ) ∈ Φ is able to set up social tie and be neighbor with (x, m) if their mutual interest factor M x,xn is above threshold θ.
The neighbors of (x, m) form a new point process N x,m , that is generated from Φ, by preserving a point x i ∈ Φ only if condition M x,xi > θ|(x, m) is met. That is, N x,m can be defined as (9) where the neighbor criterion is explicitly shown by the indicator function 1(M x,xi > θ|(x, m)), with indicator function 1(·), 1(T rue) = 1 and 1(F alse) = 0.
To consider finite δ, denote the disk area centred at x with radius δ as B x (δ),
Then Φ(B x (δ)) is the windowed point process Φ over the area B x (δ), and N x,m (B x (δ)) is the random variable giving the number of neighbors of the typical node (x, m) in B x (δ). Lemma 1. In a random network characterized by marked Poisson point process Φ = i ε (xi,mi) with intensity λ, the generating function of number of neighbors of individual (x, m), within B x (δ), with neighbor criterion
Proof: Consider the trial as the typical individual (x, m) tries to build social tie with nodes in B x (δ) by a sequence of binomial experiment b n , n = 1, 2, · · · , Φ(B x (δ)). Thus, we have
where
Since Φ is a Poisson point process, the generating function of Φ(B x (δ)) is
Since N x,m (B x (δ)) is a compound distribution of b n and Φ(B x (δ)), we can express its generating function through the generating functions of b n and Φ(B x (δ)) given in (13) and (14) [41]
We use then the generating function in Lemma 1 to derive k(m), the expected degree of a node with popularity m, and P (k), the unconditioned degree distribution in the geo-social network.
For a typical individual (x, m), the expected degree k is given by the first moment of G Nx,m(Bx(δ)) (z) as
We follow the first-moment based approximation in [10] to derive an approximate unconditioned degree distribution
where k −1 is the inverse function of (16) . The approximation only applies, when the first moment of the network degree distribution converges, but this is typically fulfilled. Also, according to [10] , the approximation is tighter for high number of nodes. The details of calculating P (k) are presented in Appendix B of the supplemental material.
Theorem 2. For a network defined in Section 4, under α > 0 and αβ > α + 1, a) the network has a scale free degree distribution with
when the accessible radius δ = ∞, and b) it has Poisson degree distribution with (16) and (17) . We consider two significantly different regimes of network formation. Remember that node popularity has a minimum value, m ≥ m 0 . As a consequence, for limited accessibility radius δ, M x,xn , the mutual interest factor has a minimum value of m 2 0 /(πλδ 2 ) α . If the threshold θ is smaller than this value, nodes form social tie to all other nodes within the accessibility radius. Otherwise, the existence of the social tie between two individuals depends on their popularity and distance, and on the population density.
We first consider the case when θ(πλδ 2 ) α > m 2 0 . In this case the existence of a social tie depends on m and m n .
We denote by f δ (r) the distribution function of the distance r between the typical point and a randomly chosen point x n ∈ Φ(B x (δ)). We know that [39] , [42] 
Using (2) and (20), and under the condition αβ > α + 1, we can write
The condition ensures that the denominators are positive, and is not too restrictive, considering that β > 2 is found measurement studies. The details of the derivation of (21) can be found in Appendix C of the supplemental material.
We can now return to (16) and (17) and express k(m):
For unlimited tie length, i.e. δ → ∞, (23) can be written ask
Under the same condition of δ → ∞, we can express the limiting degree distributioñ
(25) That is, for given α, β, θ and m 0 values,
Let us now consider the case, when θ(πλδ 2 ) α ≤ m 2 0 . Since all m n > m 0 , all the nodes locating inside B x (δ) connect with the typical node, no matter what the popularity factor of the typical node is. That is, we have
and, from (16) , the mean number of neighbors becomes
In this case we can derive the degree distribution directly from the generating function G Nx,m(Bx(δ)) , which now becomes independent of m, and we get
Finally, let us investigate, what kind of network is formed under the proposed mutual interest factor based attachment, if the effect of node distance is removed, that is, α = 0. Proof: In the α = 0 case the mutual interest factor is reduced to M 0 xi,xj = m i m j , which also means that the accessibility radius δ does not affect the probability that nodes within accessible distance form social tie or not.
When α = 0 and θ ≤ m 2 0 , the node degree distribution is Poisson, following the results of (27) and (28) .
When θ > m 2 0 , the probability P rob[M x,xn > θ|(x, m)] of the typical node's connection to an random neighbor (x n , m n ) is reduced to
The details of the derivation can be found in Appendix D of the supplemental material. According to (16) , k 0 (m), the average number of connected neighbors of typical node (x, m) becomes for the zero-rank-exponent case
Note, that without accessibility constraint the average number of connected neighbors of typical node (x, m) is infinite i.e. lim
For finite accessible radius δ, P 0 (k) can be directly calculated from the closed from equation of k 0 (m) in (30), and (17), resulting
that is, if the probability of establishing social ties does not decrease with the distance and density, the degree distribution in the network follows a power law, with a scaling exponent of two.
Remark 1.
We can now summarize the effect of the spatial distribution on the node degrees. Under large accessibility radius δ, the scale-free property of the network is preserved, though the scaling exponent is affected by the geographic constraints through α. The larger the value of α is, the fewer are the nodes with very large degree. Moreover, as shown in (25) , the degree distribution in the geo-social network is independent of λ, the density of the nodes, reflecting the findings [13] . The network characteristics undergo a significant transformation as δ is decreased, the network loses its scale-free property, and becomes a random lattice network with Poisson degree distribution.
Neighbor Degree
Next, we express how the average neighbor degree of an individual depends on its popularity. We consider also the special case of α = 0, when we also derive how the neighbor degree depends on the node degree itself, that is, the assortativity of the emerging networks. The network assortativity for the general case of α > 0 will be evaluated via simulations. Let us denote by N s x,m (B x (δ)) the sum of the popularity of the neighbors of the typical individual, within the accessibility radius δ, bym n the the average popularity factor and byk nn (m) the average degree of the neighbours of the typical individual (x, m). Finally we denote byk nn (k) the average degree of neighbors of nodes with degree k. Theorem 4. For a network defined in Section 4, and under α > 0 and αβ > α + 1, the average neighbor degree of a node with popularity m can be approximated as
The second case with condition m >
is the case when the typical individual is connected to all others in its accessibility region, and as expected, the neighbors' average popularity is independent from m.
Proof:
We approximate the average neighbor popularity factorm n as
where k(m) is given by (16) . The sum of the popularity of the neighbors can be expressed as
and its mean value can be approximated as [43] 
Mx,x n >θ m n ρ(m n )f δ (r)dm n dr. This result is hard to interpret, and therefore in Section 6 we evaluate the results numerically, also assessing the effect of the approximations.
For comparison, we present the final results onk 0 nn (m), the average neighbor degree for α = 0.
Theorem 5.
For the network defined in Section 4, but under α = 0, that is, when the geographic distance does not affect the mutual interest factor, the average neighbor degree of a node with popularity m,k 
and the average neighbor degree as a function of the degree k can be expressed as
Note, that the constraint k ≤ πδ 2 λ comes from the limit on the average number of nodes available in an area.
Proof: When θ < m (30) and (31) . (30) gives the expected number of connected neighbors. Applying α = 0 in (34) gives them n for this case and substituting the result in (30) gives average node degree of a node with popularity m as shown in (37) . Accordingly, (38) , wherek 0 nn is as function of k is obtained by combining (30) and (37) to eliminate m. The details of the derivations can be found in Appendix E of the supplemental material.
Remark 2.
We can now summarize the analytic findings on neighbor degrees in the geo-social network. Theorem 4 gives the neighbor degree as a function of the node popularity. The expression is too complex to give direct conclusions, and therefore will be analysed numerically, together with the node degree -neighbor degree relationship. Theorem 5 discusses the α = 0 case and shows that the neighbor degree is uncorrelated with the node popularity, unless m < θ/m 0 , that is, for small popularity values. Under α = 0 network assortativity can be analysed as well, where the results show that the network is disassortative at small k values, and neutral otherwise.
Clustering Coefficient
Finally, we evaluate the local clustering coefficients of the geo-social network nodes, defined by the probability that two neighbors of a node are also connected by a social tie. We denote the event that node (x i , m i ) connects with (x j , m j ) by L (xi,mi),(xj ,mj ) , where i = j. Then, the clustering coefficient C(x, m) of the typical node (x, m) in our social network model can be expressed as the conditional probability of L (xi,mi),(xj ,mj ) , given that (x i , m i ) and
Since the location of the nodes follows a Poisson point process, and the popularity factors are assigned to the nodes independent from their locations, the denominator of (39) contains independent events and can be expressed as
where the second step applies (21) and (26).
On the other hand, we need to leave the numerator in integral form, that is
where r i = x − x i , r j = x − x j , η i and η j are the relative angles of node (x i , m i ) and (x j , m j ) against (x, m) respectively in polar coordinate. We will evaluate C(x, m) for general m numerically. The following theorem addresses the local clustering coefficient values of high popularity nodes. Theorem 6. Consider a geo-social network as given in Section 4, and consider the high popularity nodes with m > θ(πλδ 2 ) α /m 0 . The clustering coefficient of these nodes is independent from the popularity value m.
Proof: When m > θ(πλδ 2 ) α /m 0 , the typical node (x, m) is connected to all other nodes in its reachability area
and (39) is reduced to
where l = x i − x j denotes the distance between any (x i , m i ) and (x j , m j ) in B x (δ). Under independent node locations the probability density function of l is known [44] 
Since now (43) and consequently also (42) is independent from m, the theorem follows. clustering coefficient needs to be calculated numerically. Theorem 6 however shows that the clustering coefficient of high popularity nodes is independent from their popularity value m. From (42) we see that this limiting clustering coefficient depends on the network parameters through M xi,xj . Therefore, we expect that the limiting clustering coefficient decreases with decreasing M xi,xj , that is, with increasing accessability radius δ and rank exponent α. We will evaluate the clustering coefficient as a function of the node degree via simulations.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we validate the analytic results derived in Section 5 via simulations, and discuss the properties of the emerging geo-social networks. We consider a typical scaling exponent β = 2.5, [21] and α = 1, which results in mutual interest that decreases with the square of the node distance [14] , [26] . We consider a node density of λ = 10 −4 , and to validate the results with infinite accessibility radius we consider δ = 2000, which allows more than one thousand possible neighbors. Parameter m 0 is the normalization constant for the popularity distribution, and we select m 0 = 10 to allow even low popularity values. We select θ values so that they limit the social tie formation. When α > 0 the default value is θ = 10. Unless specifically shown, parameters of simulations are taken according to these default values. In each simulation experiment, we consider a typical node and all the nodes within its accessibility region δ. We place the nodes according to a Poisson point process, and select popularity values following (2).
Degree Distribution
We first evaluate the degree distribution of the emerging networks. For each considered parameter combination, we generate 5000 random topologies. Figs 1 and 2 show the degree distribution in the δ → ∞ case, and evaluate the effect of the scaling exponent β, the rank exponent α, and the mutual interest limit θ.
We show the theoretic results ofP (k) in (25) for infinite accessibility radius, and compare it to simulation results with finite, large δ = 2000. Fig. 1 shows that theP (k) approximation provides accurate results, and validates that the degree distribution in the geo-social network follows a power law. The α and β parameters have some effect on the exponent, but this effect is rather low in the considered, realistic range of parameters. The figure shows that larger rank exponent α leads to lower degrees, since nodes in the same distance need higher popularity to develop social ties. On the other hand, larger β decreases the probability of the existence of high popularity factor nodes in the network and the change of generated social-tie topology is consistent with the change of m's distribution. Fig. 2 evaluates how θ, the mutual interest factor threshold influences the degree distribution of the developed networks. The variation of threshold θ makes no difference in the exponent of degree distribution of the developed networks, which is consistent with our analytical conclusion in (25) . By comparing the curves under different values of θ, we see its impact on the range of the degree of the developed networks. As θ is increased, fewer node pairs pass the threshold, the node degrees decrease, the network becomes sparser. In the simulations, the maximum degree is limited due to the necessary limit on δ. Fig. 3-(a) shows the degree distributions of the generated social-tie topology under varying δ values and α = 1 comparing simulation results with analytic results for δ → ∞ in (25) and for limited δ in (28) . The figure shows that the degree distribution approaches the δ → ∞ limit already under reasonable δ values. For small accessibility radius, the figure confirms the analytic result that the degree distribution becomes Poisson.
Figs 3-(b),(c) evaluates the node degree distribution when the mutual interest factor is not dependent on the distance, that is, α = 0.
In Section 5.1 we have seen that the ranges of power law and Poisson degree distribution are determined by the relationship of θ and m 2 0 , and are independent of δ. Fig.  3-(b) shows the degree distribution for the default m 0 and θ = 10 values. The network remains Poisson, and δ affects only the average node degree. Fig. 3-(c) shows the degree distribution when θ is increased to 1000, such that θ > m 2 0 . The network in this case is scale-free, and the simulation results verify the approximation of (31) .
To summarize the effects of the node distances, we can (c) Influence of accessibility radius δ without geographic impact, that is, α = 0 and restrictive θ = 1000. Fig. 3 . Degree distribution in the generated social networks under different values of the accessibility radius δ. conclude that distance dependent attachment, governed by the rank exponent α and the accessibility radius δ allows the formation of scale free networks, when δ are not too small, otherwise, the network becomes Poisson, like a random lattice. Under α = 0, the mutual interest factor is independent from the node distances and density, and the network structure is determined by the connection threshold θ.
Neighbor Degree
Next, we validate the analytic results on the neighbor degree distribution from Section 5.2, and evaluate the results numerically. For the simulation results, we sample the popularity of the typical node according to the logarithmic scale, and perform 10 simulations with random topology for each considered m value. First we consider α > 0. Fig. 4-(a) shows the average degree of the neighbors as the function of the node popularity and as the function of the node degree. Considering node popularity, we compare the approximate resultsk nn from (32) to simulation results.
The average neighbor degree decreases with the increase of the popularity factor. The reason for this decrease is that low popularity nodes can rarely connect to each other. As predicted by (33) , the average neighbor degree becomes independent from the popularity of the node itself at high popularity factor values, once the node is able to develop connections with all other nodes within its accessibility radius. For a given m, increased α decreases the average neighbor degree, since the few large degree nodes may become to be too far away to connect to. Similarly, larger β decreases the density of high popularity nodes, leading as well to decreased average neighbor degree. Considering assortativity, we see that the negative correlation is preserved, that is, the network is disassortative. This is reasonable, since there is strong positive correlation between popularity and node degree. The network is disassortative for all k values, since for high m, k is limited by the accessability radius δ. Fig. 4-(b) shows in addition the case of small accessibility radius, where the network becomes neutral, that is, the popularity of a node does not affect the average popularity of its neighbors, as predicted in (32) . Due to the same reason, the expected average neighbor degree is independent of k.
We can conclude, that in general, the emerging geo-social networks are disassortative, with parameters that depend on the geographic limitations. At very low accessibility radius the network becomes neutral, resembling a random lattice.
Finally, Fig. 5 considers the α = 0, that is, when the distance does not affect the formation of social ties. We set θ = 1000, in that case the degree distribution was power law. For this scenario analytic results are available from (37) and (38) . The neighbor degree decreases with the popularity up to the threshold value in (37) . The network is disassortative, as expected from (38) .
Considering the accuracy of the approximations on Figs 4-5, we see that the approximation is accurate at high popularity factor and high node degree, while it overestimates k nn otherwise. The reason is the mean popularity value based degree approximation in (32) , which then disregards the degree limitation of very high popularity nodes.
We can conclude that the geographic distance affects the neighbor degree distribution. Considering low popularity nodes, the neighbor degree decreases with increasing popularity, but at high popularity values it settles to a constant, due to the spatial constraints. Since these constraints limit the node degree itself, the networks are disassortative in the entire region of node degrees. At very low accessibility radius the network becomes neutral, resembling a random lattice.
Clustering Coefficient
Section 5.3 models the local clustering coefficient of the geosocial network, with the general conclusion of (42) , that at high popularity factor the clustering coefficient becomes independent from the node popularity. Here we show numerical results, and evaluate the effects of parameters α, β and δ. We evaluate also how the clustering coefficient depends on the node degree. For the simulation results, we sample the popularity of the typical node according to Sim. =0.8, = 2.8, =2000 Ana. =0.8, = 2.8, =2000 Sim. =1, = 2.8, =2000 Ana. =1, = 2.8, =2000 Sim. =1, = 2.5, =2000 Ana. =1, = 2.5, =2000 Sim. =1, =2.5, =1000 Ana. =1, =2.5, =1000
Sim. =0.8, = 2.8, =2000 Sim. =1, = 2.8, =2000 Sim. =1, = 2.5, =2000 Sim. =1, =2.5, =1000 We see that the analytic results fit well the simulation ones. The clustering coefficient decreases with the node popularity, as well as with the node degree, as it is typical in scale-free networks. However, only until the limiting value of m is reached. At this point, however, the node degree itself is not affected by m, and we see that all the high popularity nodes have the same degree as well as clustering coefficient. That is, the geographic distance has significant effect on the clustering properties of the network, keeping the high popularity nodes clustered.
Smaller popularity exponent β results in higher clustering coefficients in general, since at small β values there are fewer nodes with very low popularity, and therefore neighbors of a node are more likely to connect to each other. The geographic constraints affect the clustering as well through the rank exponent α, and the accessibility radius δ. Considering δ, it has no influence at low popularity values, when the social ties are anyway short. However, the clustering coefficient in a network with smaller δ reaches the limiting value at smaller m, and consequently remains to be higher for the high popularity nodes. The rank exponent α has conflicting effects. At low popularity factors, lower α, that is, less spatial constraint, allows longer links, which leads to lower clustering. However, the limiting value is reached at a smaller m, and as a result, under low α the clustering coefficient flattens out at a relatively high value.
DISCUSSION OF ANALYTIC AND MEASUREMENT

RESULTS
Let us validate the characteristics of the proposed network model utilizing large scale measurement results from the literature [7] , [32] , [34] , [45] - [49] .
Many of the measured large social networks show power-law degree distribution [7] , [47] , [49] , supporting out analysis. However, in some cases the decay of the node degrees is faster, [45] , [48] , showing the need of modeling the limiting effects on link formation.
Measurements on local clustering coefficients agree with the results presented here, showing that the clustering coefficient is rather small and is decreasing with increasing node degree [46] - [49] . Measurement results in the high node degree region are however not really reliable due to the small number of the samples.
Since [32] there has been a common agreement that social networks are assortative. This has been confirmed for small size professional networks. Measurement results on on-line social networks, however, often show a transition, and large networks are disassortative [34] , [45] , [46] , a result that complies with our conclusions. Still, many measurements, often considering networks of smaller size, show that the networks are neutral [46] - [49] . This shows that further studies are needed on attachment preferences. The introduction of additional attributes, as proposed in [50] could be a powerful approach.
CONCLUSION
In this work we propose a geo-social network model, where social ties develop according to the individuals' popularity and spatial distance, the population density and the communication range, i.e. accessibility radius. We consider power-law distributed popularity, and model the geographically distributed individuals with a homogeneous marked Poisson point process, with their popularity as marks. We derive analytic models to characterise the emerging networks.
Based on the analytic and numerical results, we conclude that the geography affects the network structure, with the spatial communication range as the most significant factor. We show that the geographic limitations allow power-law degree distribution. The power-law distribution is affected by both individuals' popularity distribution and also by the rank exponent, but turns out to be independent of population density. Low popularity nodes do not experience much from this change, they experience degree distribution, neighbor degree distribution and cluster coefficient as typical in non-geographic scale-free networks. However, highly popular nodes are affected by the constraints of the geography, and experience a random lattice like environment, even if the node degree distribution in the network remains power law. If the connection range is strongly limited, the network becomes a random lattice, even under the mutual interest based attachment. 
